
Cha Ching Profit 
 
Hey, I am A.I Saikat. Today I am here to show you 
some tricks/strategy to make instant money 
without selling anything.  
 
And You don’t need any website to do this.   
 
Let’s talk about the methods :   
 
We will do CPA in a way that we don’t need to sell 
anything.  
 
For this we need a CPA Account.   
 
Most of the CPA network doesn’t approve new 
applicants. Plus they require very complicated 
Application process. 
 
Most of the newbies fail due to problem with CPA 
network. So, It’s a VITAL issue when working with 
CPA.  
 



I won’t promise you to get easy approval for any 
CPA networks. That’s WHY I prefer the CPA 
network that doesn’t REQUIRE approval process ! 
 
That’s why We will work with CpaGrip  
 
- A great CPA network which pays on time every 
time for last 5 years for me .   
 
First You have to know how we will make money 
from CPAGrip.   
 
UnLike Other CPA network, Cpagrip has the 
options to lock any content or files or url.   
 
That means people have to do some tasks ( 
survey, zip submit, yes no questions etc ) to 
unlock those contents or files or url.  
 
------ 
 
This is very important to know. 
 
So we will focus on some trending topics what 
people are crazy to download or watch.   

http://www.cpagrip.com/


And we will lock those files or urls in a tricks and 
force people to complete any of the free offers to 
unlock that and thus we make money.   
 
Yes, The idea is very easy and simple ! 
 
And Ofcourse, It’s very simple to do if you follow 
me ! 
 
It’s very easy to earn $50-$80 per day with any of 
my tricks. And if you scale up, then $150+ is 
possible !   
 
If you are very newbie then watch tutorial on 
youtube by searching  
 
‘How to open Cpagrip account’   
 
‘How to use content locker in cpagrip’   
 
‘How to use url/file locker in Cpagrip’   
 
These are very easy and available on Youtube so 
i am not want to wasting your time by elaborating 
this part.  So let’s talk about the methods.  
 



Or, You can watch these tutorials as resource to 
start or to get IDEA : 
 
⇒ How to make money from CPAGrip Tricks 
Revealed 2019 Methods Earn $200 Daily 
 
⇒ CPA Content Locking | $200 a day make money 
online | Cpa Grip | Ogads | Adworkmedia Cpa 
 
⇒ CPAGRIP TOP SECRETS 2019 | MAKE MONEY 
ONLINE FAST 
 
Method 1  : 
 
This actually very very simple, but it works pretty 
well.  
 
At the end of this method there is a tweak to help 
you make this in 2 minutes with a little investment.   
 
First off, what's great about this method :  
 
1. Highly scalable. If you upload just one video 
per day, that's 30 videos per month = $900 per 
month ($30/month average per video which is 
pretty modest)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AfH9-y4keX8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AfH9-y4keX8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qF6jN5z8mEo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qF6jN5z8mEo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ib-jQwTNZ4Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ib-jQwTNZ4Q


 
2. Long term. One video I did this way has been 
earning me consistently since June 2018.  
 
3. Newbie friendly.  
 
4. I applied it myself and it WORKED, not just 
reposting something I found elsewhere.   
 
 
 
What you'll need:  
 
1. A YouTube Account  
 
2. A CPA Account  
 
3. A decent internet connection to upload videos 
(not necessary if you're gonna apply the twist at 
the end of this method)  
 
4. Probably less than an hour at any given time 
you'd like to apply it. 
 
 
 



Steps:  
 
1. Take the time to think of a highly demanded 
"download" that is relatively old but still getting 
huge demand.  
 
You can do this by searching songs (games, 
movies, songs anything!) on YouTube that are still 
getting comments till this date and has been 
uploaded in 2010 for example. (minimizes the 
chance of youtube taking it down A LOT)   
 
2. Grab the video and do some edits in Camtasia 
Studio or other video editing software. You can 
also edit via Windows movie maker which is free 
and works awesome. We just don't want it to look 
like an exact duplicate.   
 
3. [VERY IMPORTANT] Upload a landing page to 
your server, blogger blog, whatever. Should have 
a catchy design, simply put a big photo of the 
album/game whatever and list a bunch of 
features below it. Refrain from using any 
paragraphs or so, just list in bullet points. Now 
insert a download button and lock it down using 
a gateway.   

https://www.topwin-movie-maker.com/download.aspx


 
4. Upload the video and use a description like 
"Since 2010 and they continue to be my favorite 
band! Awesome song. Btw you can download the 
FULL album in high quality mp3 through this site: 
[landing page link]"  where you’ve locked the 
content or file. 
 
5. Updated : As YouTube doesn’t allow to use 
annotation, you should use call to to action at 
the end of the video to see the link in description. 
this really helps skyrockets conversions.   
 
6. Now your final step is some video promotion. 
To drive tens of thousands of visitors I simply 
used: youtube likes, comments, social 
bookmarking and bought yt views to give initial 
boost. Outsource them all from fiverr. Set the 
comments on manual approval and only approve 
positive comments (you will get many, believe me)   
 
7. Rinse and Repeat! May seem complicated but 
by practice you get to do it pretty fast and it 
works.  
 



Choose stuff that is relatively old but still highly 
demanded. All of this has its advantages. One 
more advantage of old stuff is there will be much 
much less competition trying to get setup cpa 
gateways on old stuff.  
Everyone is running after new things. 
 
Alternative method - investment required   
 
I don't remember if this was posted before but it 
works pretty well and requires almost no offer.   
 
1. Find popular downloads as outlined above. 
Open a bunch of them in new tabs. Also the older 
the video the better. Try to ensure that the most 
recent comment is less than a week ago.   
 
2. Now open all the uploaders profiles of those 
videos and see the last time they signed in. If it's 
more than a week ago, I don't bother  . 
 
3. PM them proposing to replace their download 
links with yours (cpa locked) in exchange for a flat 
weekly/monthly fee.   
 



4. Many will reject, but many will also agree . It's 
free money for them.  
 
5. Rinse and REPEAT!  
 
Trust me, this is very effective and very FAST 
money you can ever imagine. 
 
And you are not going to spend unless you’re 
earning. 
 
Tips: 1. There is also a nasty way to increase 
chances to uploader agreeing to put your link. 
You can report his as copyright crap (on 
hotfile...etc) then offer him yours.  
 
He may just be too lazy to re upload and see it's 
cool opportunity to save effort, keep his vid alive 
and get free money!   
 
2. Occasionally you'll find uploaders with VERY 
popular videos but no matter what you do they'll 
only agree on posting a "mirror".  
 
In that case, just signup with fileserve or anything 
and mirror his file. You'll still earn quite a bit, of 



course not like CPA but worth if the video  is a 
goldmine.  
 
Also if you want to go down the mirror road, you 
often won't have to pay anything as the uploader 
considers it some free "help" from you.   
 
Sorry I know was kind of a long method. Maybe 
the very bases of the method were laid out before 
but I'm sure the twists weren't!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Method 2:   
 
On this technique I'll clarify detailed how one can 
make fast cash with no funding.   
 
This technique makes use of CPA (Value Per 
Motion) to make the cash.   
 
First you want a CPA community, I counsel to 
make use of cpagrip, they've an amazing obtain 



widget that you could customise and that 
matches completely for this methodology   
  
Now discover some chan websites to submit Right 
here a really small record  
  
4chan.org  
7chan.org   
List of chan website   
 
Now you want a topic. Greatest ones are 
scandals, celebrities, probably the most sick one 
of the best.   
 
You then want an image associated to the topic, 
for positive you will see in google pictures one 
thing. Obtain a number of.   
 
Usually the very best is to publish within the 
random parts nearly all have it . 
 
Earlier than you submit, you must create the 
widget in CPAgrip go to MONETIZATION TOOL > 
URL / File Lockers . 
 

http://www.4channel.org/
http://7chan.org/
https://www.reddit.com/r/OutOfTheLoop/comments/1nziw7/how_many_chan_websites_are_there/


In case you simply need to rip-off the folks simply 
use a file sharing hyperlink to a file that don't 
exist, if you wish to be trustworthy add the 
photographs/information someplace and use 
that hyperlink.  
 
This file locker will solely give the hyperlink if the 
customers fill a small survey, in the event that 
they do you might be cashing.   
 
Issues that you must learn about this 
methodology:   
 
1. This websites are fairly spammed so you should 
be inventive with the hyperlink, use shorteners 
and don't use dots (.) to bypass the spam filter.   
 
2. To make lot of submit in the identical web site 
you'll need proxies.I take advantage of HMA may 
be very low-cost and works nicely with this 
methodology, after a put up change the proxy 
three) Publish will probably be banned rapidly 
generally so you need to repeat the method if 
you wish to money correctly.  
 
 



Method 3  
 
If you want to make about $90/day follow these 
steps..this method work with Cpagrip Sharecash  
  
1) You need to download uTorrent - this program 
is free and can be downloaded on their website  . 
 
2) Find a HOT topic to base this on. Check out the 
Upcoming Movie's list and pick a movie that is 
coming out in around a month from now.  
 
I chose Avengers : Endgame which is going to 
release on 23rd April.   
3) Find a trailer for that movie and download it. 
Use a Youtube downloader to download from 
Youtube.   
 
4) Now rename the trailer to something like, 
"Avengers : Endgame LEAKED INTRO". The main 
words in this are "leaked intro". People would now 
be more interested.   
 
5) Create a NEW WINRAR ARCHIVE. You should 
now have an empty archive with nothing in it.   
 

http://www.cpagrip.com/
https://sharecash.org/


6) Now go to your trailer, right click it, and then 
click "Add to Archive". You will get a box titled, 
"Archive name and parameters".  
 
Go to the "Advanced" tab, and then click "Set 
password". After you have  created your 
password, click "OK". Depending on where your 
output destination was, you should now see that 
archive you just made.   
 
7) So, now you have 2 archives. One with the 
trailer which is password protected and one with 
nothing in it. Now, open the one with nothing in it 
and drag the archive with the trailer into it. Click 
"OK" if you get any message boxes.   
 
8) Now when you open the archive we FIRST 
created, you will see that the trailer archive is 
inside and when you try to watch the trailer, it 
asks for the password. Yeah? Great.   
 
9) Now close everything and open the archive we 
FIRST made. Now, create a NOTEPAD file. In the 
notepad file, write your password for the locked 
archive and save it as "READ ME- PASSWORD FOR 
LEAKED INTRO".   



 
10) Make an account with Sharecash or Cpagrip 
and upload the text file. Now, people will have to 
complete a short survey to download the 
password. You get paid up to $1 for each 
download.   
 
11) Now create another notepad file and put in the 
download link for your sharecash  or Cpagrip 
text file we just uploaded. Then save this file in 
your ARCHIVE and name it, "READ ME- 
PASSWORD". Make sure you do NOT password 
protect this.   
 
12) FINAL RESULT - Now when people try to open 
the trailer, they will be asked to enter a password. 
They will then read the notepad file (which should 
not be password protected) and they will visit the 
sharecash or Cpagrip URL to download the 
password.   
 
13) You will make money from this every time they 
download.  
 
How do I actually create a torrent?   
 

https://sharecash.org/
http://www.cpagrip.com/


Now that you have actually made the whole file, 
you need to make it a .torrent to start uploading 
to websites like ThePirateBay.   
 
1) Open uTorrent. Click "File" and then click 
"Create new torrent".   
 
2) When it says "Select source", just find where you 
saved the archive and locate it. Then click "Add 
File"   
 
3) Then click "Create and save as". You will then 
get a box asking you where you want the .torrent 
file saved. Just choose DESKTOP.   
 
4) Now on your desktop, you will see a .torrent file 
with the uTorrent icon. Inside this torrent is the 
archive we just built!   
 
5) Now go to websites like ThePirateBay and 
create an account with them. Then upload the 
.torrent file and watch as your money starts 
rolling in. On your first day, you won't make much 
but keep it going!  
 



P.S - If your file gets removed from Thepiratebay, 
clear cookies, open a new account and repeat 
same process.  And If you are new to utorrent or 
piratebay just google or YouTube to know more. 
Never stop - Information are in front of you. 
 
METHOD 4 - THE BEST   
 
In this method, You have to search for a make 
money related article by typing   
 
- How to make money   
- How to make fast money  
- How to make money with affiliate marketing  
- How to make money with cpa  
- How to make money with clickbank  
- How to make money blogging  
- How to make tons of leads  
- How to get free traffic to make sales By typing 
these you will get thousands of make money 
articles.   
 
- Now you can make a PDF with this article and 
lock that pdf with Cpagrip file locker or you can 
make a blog post on your free blogger blogspot 
website.  

https://www.blogger.com/


 
- Now find related youtube videos with your 
selected make money article. You will find a lot of 
videos with every categories.  
 
- Now do commenting like this. ‘ Great info and i 
liked your video and subscribed . I have a great 
method ( Free ) to make money with affiliate 
marketing. You can download from here : Your 
locked Cpagrip url by locking that article in form 
of pdf or blog url.  
 
- Try to comment on higher viewed videos to get 
best results.  
 
- You can also make simple video on the basis of 
your selected article and put that locked URL in 
the video description. If you can do that trust me 
you will make $200+ per day after working 20-30 
days by making only 1 video per day.  
 
- People will love to get free make money article ( 
they have to submit any free offer to download 
that ) And thus you make money.  
  



Hope You’ve enjoyed my methods and don’t 
forget to implement these methods. All of the 
methods works and will work. The only step 
required is your ACTION !   
 
Sincerely  
 

- A.I Saikat ( Lukmankim ) 
 

Surprise Bonus Download : 
 
3 Minutes App Traffic : A fantastic way to get free 
traffic which makes up to $200 everyday 
 
=> 
https://perfectpassionllc.com/wp-content/upload
s/2019/03/3_Minutes_App_Traffic_-_273_a_Day.pdf 
 
CB Comics Pro : A complete way to make $100, 
$200 even $500 per day with ClickBank using 100% 
Free traffic ! 
 
https://perfectpassionllc.com/wp-content/upload
s/2019/03/CBComicsPro.pdf 
 
 

https://perfectpassionllc.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/3_Minutes_App_Traffic_-_273_a_Day.pdf
https://perfectpassionllc.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/3_Minutes_App_Traffic_-_273_a_Day.pdf
https://perfectpassionllc.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/CBComicsPro.pdf
https://perfectpassionllc.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/CBComicsPro.pdf


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


